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REFERENCE

Online reference allows libraries to join cooperatives where non-local librarians provide chat reference when local librarians are not available, far extending the hours assistance is available to patrons. In the summer of 2021, many courses were still entirely online, and students and faculty were spread across various time zones. Cooperative chat (offered when local library staff were not available) made research assistance more accessible to a large online community. Additionally, extended hours increased availability to those who worked outside of the library staff’s regular working hours from approximately 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

As the future brings more online and cross institutional collaboration, we need to know that librarians from other institutions are able to adequately assist local patrons. In order to understand how a cooperative chat service could assist local patrons, librarians at Drexel University Libraries in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania developed a project to pilot a cooperative chat service for one term and assess the chat transcripts from librarians in the cooperative. What follows is our development of the project, results, and lessons learned.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Through a review of the literature, we learned the different approaches other librarians had taken to assessing reference services. The initial literature review began as a means to find a way to assess chat transcripts, with a focus on the methods others have used. What follows is a very brief overview of the ways in which librarian behavior in reference has been assessed in the past with an emphasis on assessing the quality of reference service provided by librarians and assessing chat transcripts. From the review we were able to identify that we could draft a rubric and use it to assess anonymized transcripts. Our initial rubric built on elements from other assessment examples in the literature, both in the structure and content.

Librarians have been evaluating reference services as long as they have been providing reference assistance to their patrons. When evaluating reference, librarians examine the accuracy of the answers they provide, the satisfaction of their patrons, the types of questions received, the types of instruction that happens in reference, and the accuracy of answers to subject specific questions. Other studies have taken a more holistic view of chat reference by looking at several of these factors above at once in addition to how a service is staffed.

Libraries have further chosen to review reference services through the guidelines for and behavior of librarians providing reference - this is sometimes referred to as the quality of the
reference service. Often the Reference and User Services Association’s (RUSA) “Guidelines for Behavioral Performance of Reference and Information Service Providers” were used to describe quality or, if available, librarians used their own local service or quality guidelines. Librarians chose to either review all of the guidelines from RUSA or focus on the guidelines that were important to their users. Using RUSA’s “Behavioral Guidelines” or other measures of quality, librarians have been reviewing chat transcripts from their own reference services, chat reference that includes librarians from other libraries across the state, country, or world. Librarians have compared the quality seen in the service local librarians provided on chat versus those provided by librarians in a consortia or have assessed a random sample from a variety of libraries and consortia that provide chat reference.

Librarians also devised their own standards for virtual and/or chat reference and RUSA has their own Guidelines for Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Reference Services mentioned above. For further information on research into chat reference consult Matteson et al.’s systematic review of the research on chat reference. From this review we were able to begin to draft our own rubric and consider how we would use it to assess chat transcripts.

ENVIRONMENT/RATIONALE

Drexel University is a private, R1 class University headquartered in urban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania with an industry-focused cooperative education (co-op) program. Through the co-op program most undergraduates complete at least one six-month work experience as part of their education along with a course that prepares them to both seek and complete their co-op placement. Drexel University Libraries serves over 23,000 students, 2,221 faculty and 3,691 staff worldwide using a two-tiered approach to chat reference. The initial contact is usually with a member of the Library Assistance team, members of whom cover circulation, reserves and interlibrary loan in addition to first tier reference. If they are unable to assist, the patron is referred to a member of the Liaisons team, consisting of seven members during the period of this study, who staff chat reference alongside the Library Assistance team. Liaison team members can also be reached directly via chat from within library guides or databases.

Other duties and responsibilities, as well as being under-resourced, prevented Liaisons team members from staffing chat outside of the hours of 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. In recent history, the libraries had hired graduate students to staff a reference desk for longer hours, but these positions disappeared during budget cuts and the decision was made to prioritize consultation and appointments with liaisons over drop-in reference hours. During the pandemic, the Library Assistance team was staffing chat reference for longer hours (typically from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.) while the buildings were closed. Because of chat reference we had evidence that research questions that the Library Assistance team was not equipped to answer often came in on Sundays and during evening hours. Therefore, an alternative solution was explored.

A Liaison team member had experience with Pennsylvania’s (PA) statewide Chat with a Librarian (CWAL) service from another institution and suggested that service as back-up when Drexel Liaison team members were not available. CWAL is a chat service run jointly by PA’s Office of Commonwealth Libraries and the Department of Education. While chats would be answered by other academic librarians (first at the state level and then worldwide utilizing Springshare’s 24/7 Global Cooperative when Pennsylvania librarians were not available), Drexel librarians were concerned that patrons would not receive the same level of service from outside librarians. Specific concerns included:

1. Lack of knowledge regarding the Drexel co-op program, which leads to many questions being applied or practical in nature
2. Lack of knowledge of Drexel’s resources
3. Inability to access resources within the Drexel paywall, due to password restrictions.

Based upon these concerns, librarians agreed to embark on a project to review chat transcripts in which librarians from the statewide and worldwide services answered questions. Drexel is on the quarter system, so librarians agreed to evaluate chat transcripts from CWAL during the Summer quarter, between June 21 and September 4, 2021 with the intention of using the evaluation to either improve or discontinue the service. The
initial focus was to assess the chat transcripts for quality, and as the idea moved forward, the team focused on two questions:

- Is a 24/7 cooperative chat service able to meet a patron’s need when local librarians are not available?
- Is a 24/7 cooperative chat service providing our patrons with a quality service when local librarians are not available?

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSESSMENT PROJECT

Once librarians knew that they wanted to assess the chat transcripts from the statewide and worldwide chat services and had focused the research questions associated with the assessment, they began to investigate how to assess the transcripts. Based on previous experiences and a literature review, the creation of a rubric was considered to be a good fit for the assessment needs based on the ability to rate aspects of the interactions on a scale from unacceptable to excellent. Unfortunately, a rubric that met the needs of the project was not identified within the literature review, so at that point librarians began to draft their own rubric.

One of the biggest questions that had to be addressed was how to define quality and what would signal a patron’s need was met. The librarian managing reference had used RUSA’s “Guidelines for Behavioral Performance of Reference and Information Service Providers” as a means to define quality for local reference. RUSA Guidelines and other rubrics and means that libraries had used to measure reference quality were used as guides to draft an initial rubric. Members of the Liaison team reviewed the rubric and focused on the aspects of the reference interaction that they thought were the most important to our patrons. This included the quickness in which a chat was picked up and answered, the effectiveness of the referral to other library services, and the librarian identifying themselves as not local to the library. Regarding the RUSA Guidelines, the rubric measures the ability of the librarian to question and listen to the patron, how the librarian communicates and stays in contact via chat, the accuracy of the answer(s), and how the librarian ends the interaction with the patron. These are measured on a 5-point scale with 5 being excellent and 1 being unacceptable. See the appendix for the full rubric.

The revised rubric was tested using de-identified chat transcripts from the statewide service as well as from Drexel librarians. After the initial tests, minor edits were made to the rubric, however a tight timeline kept the group from doing further testing to develop consistent ratings among the liaison team. Several small changes were made during the assessment period, in order to account for transcripts in which a question was stated clearly and did not require clarification, an answer was not given, and/or a patron disappeared before a partial or full answer was given.

The liaison team began to assess chat transcripts at the beginning of the Summer quarter which began June 21, 2021. A library staff member, who was not rating transcripts, de-identified all transcripts by removing all names, emails, etc. They gave each transcript a number and maintained a separate spreadsheet that matched the given transcript number with the transcript number assigned by SpringShare. The librarian managing reference had access to the spreadsheet in the case that a transcript needed to be further investigated, but the Liaison team who rated transcripts did not have access to this spreadsheet. The Institutional Review Board determined that the assessment did not meet the definition of human subjects research because the transcripts were anonymized. Each transcript was also given a number so that at the end of the rating period, the scores of each librarian could be averaged into a final score for each transcript.

An online form in which librarians entered their transcripts ratings was created, and transcripts along with a link to the form was sent to librarians on the liaison team on a weekly basis. Librarians rated transcripts weekly during the summer quarter, roughly an 11-week time period. At the end of the summer quarter the librarian managing reference began to examine the data more closely to make decisions and recommendations regarding the statewide and worldwide chat services.

RESULTS AND OUTCOMES

At the conclusion of the assessment period, 122 transcripts were rated, with 120 of those transcripts rated by between two and five different librarians. Because of this, two transcripts that were only rated by one person were
removed from the data set, and 120 transcripts with between two and five ratings each made up the analyzed data set. Because the ratings for most transcripts had some degree of disagreement, mean scores were calculated for each transcript. Those scores made up the final scores for each transcript, which resulted in the initial findings.

The initial findings suggested that consortial chat was working for patrons. The majority of transcripts received a rating of satisfactory or above in all areas. Of the qualities that transcripts were rated on, in 76% of transcripts consortial librarians identified that they were not Drexel librarians, and there was a total of 31 successful referrals, with only two chats that referred to a person or service that could not assist and 10 transcripts in which librarians identified that a referral was not made but should have been.

The review of transcripts for questioning/listening, communication/contact, accuracy, and follow up/closing (the ways in which librarians closed a reference query) was also positive. The number of transcripts with ratings for each category are in the table below. The highest ratings were in the questioning/listening category with an average of 4.45 and the lowest were in follow up/closing with an average of 3.89. Our data demonstrates that there are a majority of chats in which the needs of the user appear to be met by consortial librarians.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubric Ratings with Averages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning/Listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up/Closing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because we had many transcripts, we began to look for various trends in the data: Does a low rating in one area correspond with a low rating in other areas? Are the four attributes of quality (questioning/listening, communication/contact, accuracy, and follow up/closing) linked in some way? What does this tell us about the behavior of librarians as they participate in global chat reference? Finally, is there something that the discrepancy in ratings tell us?

The data was examined regarding the questions above using Tableau, a data visualization tool. In addition to creating visualizations of the means and medians of the transcript ratings, referral data, and ratings for each transcript, scatter plots were used to examine the correlations between the ratings of quality. From this, the highest correlation was between the ratings for communication/contact and accuracy, meaning that when a transcript scored highly in communication/contact, it was likely that it would also score high for accuracy. This was followed by the correlations between communication/contact and follow up and accuracy and follow up. While the correlation between communication and contact and accuracy had a large cluster of transcripts near the upper right of the graph (showing a correlation of highly rated transcripts), the correlations between communication/contact and follow up, and accuracy and follow up showed correlations between lower rated transcripts as well. This demonstrates that when a librarian had large gaps of time between communicating with a patron it was likely to have a poor rating in follow up and similarly a poor rating in accuracy could correspond with a low rating in follow up.

When reviewing disagreements in the quality ratings, the focus was placed on the discrepancies in the ratings for questioning/listening, accuracy, and follow up. These disagreements were defined as two or more ratings that were not sequential in the scale, meaning if a transcript was rated 3s and 4s for one aspect it was not defined as a disagreement, but if it was rated 3s, 4s, and 5s it was. Since any disagreements in communication/contact could be easily resolved by reviewing the timestamps in the transcripts, it was not reviewed. Not surprisingly the largest number of disagreements in ratings were in the accuracy category with 60 transcripts. This rating hinged on correctness, which can be a highly subjective term depending on the question asked. This was followed by
42 transcripts with disagreements in ratings for follow up and 13 transcripts with disagreements in ratings for questioning/listening. Five of these transcripts had disagreements in all three categories. Interestingly, two of these transcripts were evaluated in the first batch of transcripts, meaning that the disagreements may have been a result of issues in initial use or understanding of the rubric.

In reviewing the transcripts that had disagreements in ratings for questioning/listening, accuracy, and follow up, several themes appeared. Librarians did not ask enough questions to understand the question and/or misinterpreted the information that the patron gave them. In one case, this resulted in a librarian trying to lead a patron through a complex search strategy, while the patron was just beginning their search for information, and in another the librarian jumped into giving possible answers before defining the scope of the question. In both cases, the issues seemed to point to a lack of listening or asking precise questions to understand what a patron needed. In several of these transcripts it was also clear that accuracy was subjective, as the same answers that felt incorrect or incomplete to one rater were judged as complete and correct by another rater.

While no drastic changes were made to the service and it was decided to continue using consortial chat “after hours,” some recommendations were made and put into place. One major difficulty patrons in chat experienced was finding full text of resources (mostly articles) through the library. To assist with this, more information on finding full text and assisting patrons with technology issues was added to the internal FAQs that consortial librarians could use when answering chat questions. This included where to send patrons when they had hardware issues, pointed to public FAQs for when a link was not working, or when users were having issues logging into library resources.

There were some changes or improvements that were recommended but could not be completed immediately. One of these was clarifying the difference between 24/7 consortial chat and chat with local librarians. It was identified that this would require some user experience testing, but the institution lacked the resources and expertise for this during the study, so it became a point to investigate in the future. The other recommendation regarded training of local librarians; librarians who rated transcripts described how the act of rating chat transcripts helped them think more deeply about the service and the quality of their own chats with patrons while on reference. It has been recommended that the rubric and other resources created through this project be shared with librarians for training purposes.

CURRENT STATE OF CWAL

Drexel University Libraries continues to use the CWAL service as a back-up reference provider. Many of the same issues continue today, but local reference providers are now aware of them and able to either proactively address them or have a plan in place to address them as they arise. During the course of this research, it became clear that it was simple to follow up with consortial librarians when we noticed incorrect information being given out or had actionable feedback on a transcript. This remains a way to ensure quality of the service of consortial librarians.

DISCUSSION

There were several interesting lessons in the process of creating a rubric, rating transcripts and reviewing the data. Some of what was learned had a direct result on the way librarians conducted chat reference. In addition to this, the authors think that this project placed an emphasis on the importance of reference and chat reference in the library. Still, there are many things that could be changed and that were learned about the process of assessing services within a library.

One of the early issues that the group dealt with was the rubric itself. It was not flexible enough to account for all the types of interactions that happened in chat reference. Early on, some of the chat transcripts that were rated did not neatly fit within the rubric either because patrons disappeared before a librarian could understand the questions being asked or provide a full answer.

Once the librarian managing reference started to analyze the data, they discovered that there were transcripts in which librarians strongly disagreed on their ratings. Most of the areas on the rubric were rated on a
scale of 1-5, so when there was a strong disagreement, the ratings were not just sequential as in one librarian rated the transcript a 3 for accuracy, while another rated it a 4 for accuracy. In these cases, one librarian gave a rating of 5, while another gave a rating of 3 or below. This called out the need to spend more time “norming” the rubric, as in discussing how different types of interactions might be rated. Alternatively, the groups could have spent time after rating transcripts working through these differences together. Sadly, as a team it was not always possible to discuss how we rated different transcripts or change our ratings after a discussion. If embarking on a similar project in the future, it would be wise to ensure there is time to come to a consensus before or after any assessment using a rubric.

Some of the gaps in knowledge exhibited by librarians from other institutions were anticipated such as local details about Interlibrary Loan, database troubleshooting because the library could not provide sign-on detail, and gaps in specialized knowledge when it came to subjects such as nursing and engineering. These librarians often struggled with local information such as those outside the Drexel community who wished to visit the library, alumni library privileges, and questions about other local details. These items could be difficult to find on the website, even for Drexel Librarians so they were added to internal and external FAQs.

One interesting point of confusion came up around the term co-op. Drexel offers a robust cooperative education program and nearly all undergraduates complete at least one co-op. Librarians from other institutions would refer to themselves occasionally as the “co-op librarian” as in the librarian serving in a reference cooperative. But to a Drexel student this could be interpreted as a librarian specifically devoted to the co-op program or potentially a student working as a librarian at Drexel for their co-op placement. Luckily, there is a means to contact librarians individually and it was easy to explain this issue to any librarian who used this terminology.

Throughout the Summer quarter librarians noticed many transcripts in which patrons disappeared after learning that a librarian was not a Drexel librarian. Due to the common nature of patrons on chat “disappearing” for a variety of reasons such as internet connection, finding what they needed, lack of patience, etc., it is difficult to prove that patrons are not interested in chatting with librarians that are not from their own campus library. Hopefully this can be investigated in the future.

Those who were rating transcripts noticed that the process of using the rubric frequently improved their own perceived reference skills. The rubric gave one the opportunity to consider the best practices for librarians performing chat reference and the process of rating often allowed one to reflect on how they might have answered a question. These aspects likely assisted in improving the reference skills and behaviors of local librarians. Librarians commented:

As a newer member of the Liaisons team, this project not only gave me the opportunity to assist with contributing to the assessment of chat transcripts, but also allowed me to learn the chat norms and values of my new Drexel Liaison colleagues. The most valuable experiences were when disagreements arose with the evaluation of a transcript. Listening to the reasons for and against a certain decision, as well as the final consensus, provided an important view into how my new colleagues approached chat reference. This continues to influence my work today.

…it affected my chat responses going forward. I realized that was not the goal of the project, but the rubric was a reminder to keep questions open ended and to rephrase when necessary…the project helped to remind our staff about expectations in addition to evaluating the [co]operative librarians.

This study reaffirms what many librarians know about reference services whether they are provided online or in person: accuracy is subjective and depends upon the patron and the librarian working with them, listening to our patrons and asking questions is at the heart of all reference and each of us approach this in a different way. As librarians we are shaped by our experiences, the culture of the environment we work in, and our training and education. While local differences may be difficult to bridge in a consortial worldwide chat service, these librarians should be encouraged to refer patrons back to their local librarians.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Throughout the process of developing this project, rating transcripts, and presenting the data to others, there has been interest using the rubric to assess local chat transcripts. When this project was envisioned as a way to investigate the chat services of a statewide and worldwide chat service, we had no interest in comparing our own chat transcripts to those of outside librarians. It was also a challenge to rate all the transcripts from outside librarians during this short time period. For all these reasons we chose to focus on rating chat transcripts from outside librarians. Now that this project is complete, it would be interesting to use the same rubric to assess local chat service quality. As both authors are now at different institutions with differing responsibilities, this may or may not happen.

CONCLUSION

As librarians find themselves collaborating across institutions in the future through cooperatives or consortia, we hope that examples like ours can assist in helping others understand if cooperative chat services are the right fit for their patrons. These services can make our libraries more accessible to online patrons and/or those who are in a different time zone or do not share a library’s business hours. We also are hopeful that others can learn from our example when developing a similar assessment project, assessing chat reference, or thinking about how they can ensure the quality of reference for their own patrons.

We developed the project to assess chat transcripts as a means to evaluate the quality of reference service that librarians from other institutions could provide to our patrons. While there was concern (likely shared by other librarians) that only we could help our patrons, we found through the process that we could trust other librarians to help our patrons outside of our regular working hours with our support and monitoring of the service. Importantly, we also improved the reference services that we offered by reminding ourselves of our own best practices through regular usage of our rubric.
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## APPENDIX A. RUBRIC USED TO ASSESS CHAT TRANSCRIPTS FOR LIBRARIAN BEHAVIOR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How quickly is the chat picked up?</th>
<th>Chat is picked up within 30 seconds.</th>
<th>Chat is picked up within a minute.</th>
<th>Chat is picked up within 90 seconds.</th>
<th>Chat is picked up within 2 minutes.</th>
<th>N/A (person disappears before chat can be picked up.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select one:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does the librarian greet user?</td>
<td>Librarian identifies they are not local to Drexel.</td>
<td>Librarian does not identify they are not local to Drexel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select one:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian makes a connection to a specific person or service (like Illiad, reserves, archives, etc. and/or and associated email address like <a href="mailto:LibAssist@drexel.libanswers.com">LibAssist@drexel.libanswers.com</a>.)</td>
<td>Yes, to a service/person who will be able to assist.</td>
<td>Yes, to a person/service who will not be able to assist (or will send the user to another person/service).</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>No, and I would have chosen to make a connection to a service/person.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select one:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning/Listening</td>
<td>Patron makes their need very clear</td>
<td>Asks open ended questions to understand user’s query, and rephrases a user’s query when necessary. Uses closed questions to confirm understanding when necessary.</td>
<td>Asks open ended questions to understand user’s query when necessary. Uses closed questions to confirm understanding when necessary.</td>
<td>Asks questions to understand user’s query when necessary, but does not seek to confirm understanding of a query.</td>
<td>Fails to asks questions when appropriate (or needed) to understand a query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/Contact</td>
<td>Maintains written contact with user responding to messages &gt; 30 seconds and updating the user &gt; 2 minutes when searching, uses no jargon.</td>
<td>Maintains written contact with user responding to messages &gt; 1 minute and updating the user &gt; 3 minutes when searching, explains library jargon.</td>
<td>Maintains written contact with user responding to messages &gt; 2 minutes and updating the user &gt; 5 minutes when searching, uses jargon in context.</td>
<td>Maintains written contact with user responding to messages &gt; 3 minutes and updating the user &gt; 7 minutes when searching, uses jargon.</td>
<td>Fails to maintains written contact with user, uses jargon and refuses to define jargon when asked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accuracy (note: correct is a subjective term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Follow up</th>
<th>Patron disappears quickly/no confirmation is necessary</th>
<th>Librarian confirms that the user has what they need. AND/OR Librarian tells user to return with questions later.</th>
<th>It is clear that the user has what they need from the transcript. AND/OR Librarian tells user to return with questions later.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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